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Sportsmanship 
1998 

''The Flying Fish of Fujiama" wa,; at one time the greatest swimmer 

in the world. About fifty years ago, duting his tour of the United 

States, we competed against each other; in the process Hironshinon 

Forahashi (his real name) and I became good friends. I never even 

came close to defeating him, of course, but some of my fondest mem

ories are of hugging each other at the end of one of the seemingly 

unlimited number of races in which he defeated me, Last year at 

about this time, I received a 1e tter from Hironshinon Forahashi. We 

reminisced about how he had gone on to set Olympic records while 

l was relegated to the oblivion that awaits all less-than-great athletes.

I remembered that he enjoyed teasing me about being beaten 

by someone almost six inches shorter than I was, but I reminded him 

that at least I didn't have to stand on my toes at meals to reach the 

food as we passed through the cafeteria line. It may seem rather 

extraordinary that the two of us, boys of entirely different cultures, 

whose countries had just completed a vicious and hate-filled war, 

became dear friends. Our friendship didn't stem from my awe at 

Hironshinon 's talents or from his need for my adulation. It emerged 

instead from athletic competition that was embedded in our mutual 

respect for each other as well as the shared, intense experience of the 

race. 

Things have changed a good deal since then. I find myself dis

tressed to see athletes recelve huge bonuses for winning and view 

with alarm the victory "dances" by athletes who have just run for a 

t,• 
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touchdown or scored a hat trick. The exaltation in our society of the 

winner and the pity or criticism addressed to the loser have certainly 

dis toned the meaning of "sportsmanship .. as I once knew it. 

The Olympic Games were not intended to be competitions 

between nations; they were to be competitions between individuals 

and groups of individuals representing their countdes. Athletes were 

supposed to represent, as well their countries. the ideals of chivalry. 

sportsmanship. self-discipline, and respect for one·s opponent The 

crmtests were to provide an opportunity for young athletes from all 

nations of the globe to compete against each other. to come to know 

each other as individuals and to develop mutual respect for each 

other. The hope was that these experiences would foster good will 

and understanding in 1he world, 

l recall the winter of 1951 when I was sitting in the grandstands

at ;;_ trnck meet in Boston Garden. A noted Olympic champion sull

de1 dy mok the microphone and harangued the spectators about the 

impor1ance of the United States winning the next Olympic games. I 

mrneU to my companion and we both shook our heads. TI1e entire 

tone of his comments was clearly a foreshadowing of what ,vas to 

come, and \Ve \Vere disturbed by the rudeness of it. 

The ..::mTent focus on v.inning prob:tbly srems from the Cold 

\Yilr \'i·ben our economic and milital}' competition with the Soviet 

Union spilled onto the athletic field. The sense of urgency artd anxi

ety surrounding this battle dealt a serious injury to 01ympic ideals. 

Since then. the rise of the free market system and the glorification of 

the individual entrepreneur has added to the trend of placing The incti
vidual ahead of the team. The "bouom llne;' \.Vhich is winning. is 

clearly more important to many rhan the aesthetic quality of the prod

net ihe beauty of the game. Add the focus on ,.,:inning to the glorifi

cation of individual success; then combine those with a compulsive 
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And these qualities of character are not going to be taught if gutless 

school administrators try to solve problems by skirting the require� 

ments of civility. Some time ago, athletes were told that they could 

not shake hands and mingle whh opposing teams after a contest, 

because administrators were afraid that fights would break out. If this 

kind of decision-making becomes common practice, then there is no 

doubt in my mind that inter-scholastic competitions should be done 

away with; in fact, I would personally lead a fight to see that they're 

dropped. Sadly, the number of exemplary sportsmen and women, I 

fear, is fast diminishing. If they disappear entirely, we will have lost 

their examples of physical grace. humility and respect for others. 

I have personally coached at least a thousand athletes at this 

school and have watched another thousand compete. I've only seen 

about two hundred who would ever have been able to compete at the 

lowest level of college athletics, Division III. And I've only seen a 

handful who could compete at the Division I level. I've only seen one 

who could compete professionally. Obviously, we do not spend the 

time and money that we do to prepare young men to be athletes at a 

higher level. We spend this time mid money to teach values. I know 

that this term has been bandied about by everyone and used to cover 

a multitude of sins. You and I have also heard from some of the 

biggest hypocrites in America, college coaches, giving lip service to 

teaching values when actually they were teaching young people a set 

of ethics suitable only for thieves, murderers and rapists. 

Despite what is going on in the rest of the world, I know that 

on our campus we will maintain honorable goals in our student 

athletes. As I coach Kiski boys, I am anxious to push them to their 

limits and beyond to a higher level of excellence. I do so with the 

wonderful memory of the sportsmanship that shaped my world as a 

young athlete and fostered my friendship with a Japanese boy that I 
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wHI never forget. I want my Kiski boys to experience what I did with 

Hironshinon Forahashi, and if they can't have that, then I want them 

to exp�dence something resembling it. Oscar Wilde once said of cyn

ics 1 hat, ''They know the price of everything. but the value of noth

ing/' \t seem:: to me that America has paid a high price for big time 

athletics both in terms of money and also in terms of spi1it 

Jost. Had we realized the value of real sportsmanship, we could 

surely have spent more wisely on building a more respectful global 

community. 
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third tum yet." My coach overheard me and asked, '"Did you say you 

didn't touch that tum?" I told him that this was true. He got up and 

walked to the referee. They conferred for a few minutes while I tried 

to figure out what the conversation was about. Finally, my coach 

beckoned me to come up and insisted that I tell the official precisely 

what I had just told him. I proceeded to tell the official that I hadn ·1 

touched the third turn, but thar the judge had obviously missed see* 

ing this, It was at this point that my coach did something extraordi* 

nary that I will never forget. He called across the pool to the other 

coach and between them and the referee they decided that our team 

would forfeit the event That meant that we had lost the meet and 

therefore the championship. 1 cannot desclibe to you how disconso* 

late my team was. 

The next day was Sunday and a few ofus walked to the coach's 

house on the edge of the campus. I asked him bluntly, ·'Bob, why did 

you do that? After all, we worked all year to win a championship, and 

the official blew the call; why do we have to pay for it?" He looked 

at me and responded, "Jack. we didn't win the meet. We could say 

we did, but we would always know that we didn't That's the worst 

thing in the world." I thought enough of this man to accept ,vhat he 

said. Clearly, [ didn't understand his decision at first, but as the years 

have gone on, the truth of his words have rung in my ears. I now 

understand him perfectly. 

Needless to say, [ learned a great deal from tllis experience. 

The first thing I learrled was that outward things such as rewards. 

prizes and honors don't mean anything unless we have really earned 

them. If we had not told the truth, our so called "victory" would have 

turned to ashes as we celebrated.• When we accept unearned acco

lades, we are diminished by the experience. We become guilt ridden 

people who eventually overcompensate or posture in an attempt to 

make up for what we know to be our own dishonesty. In trntb, I have 

'l\--
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known a great many men who have gone through life with false 

credentials, trying to be all things to all people1 never even admitting 

to rhemselves that they are not what they seem, These men encour

age others to believe that they have accomplished things for which 

!11,�·y are not truly responsible. They are men who have no core. and

they seldom, if ever, accomplish much. Because they are so engaged

in playing roles, they have no energy or thought or courage left to

s1,md for something real. They don't dare admit. even to themsel\'es.

1.tnlt they are not what they have aUowed people to th.ink they are.

Thi:se people have always seemed rather pitiful to me, bearing a bur

d,:11 of dishonesty and guilt that grows heavier all the. time. If you are

sly ·;;nough. you can mislead everybody in the world. but at some

point, even in your attempt to avoid it, you \\rill have to come to terms

witb the truth about yourself.

I really think that the reason why I am here speaking with you 

now is that I learned this lesson from my coach when I was still a 

very young man. I look back on the event with love and gratitude. for 

1 know that a man cared enough for me to teach me something so 

important that it affected my entire life. He gave me a very special 

gi(t as you can see. 

I began this talk tonight by refetTing to the gift giving thar 

Christmas often involves for Chiistians. In that light, I \Vant to give 

you each a present. Unfortunately. I can't afford to buy each of you 

something, but I can give you a present of my hope for you, I hope 
that you all find what Mr. Abraham Lineoln refened to as "the better 

angels of your nature.'' Each of you is unquestionably capable of 

exhibiting integrity and a pride in being who you are. As my coach 

so long ago helped me find those qualities 111 my self, I hope that you 

wiU find them in yourselves. and conduct yourself with hone�t dig
nity in having found them. In giving you this gift, I wish to each of 

you a merry Christmas. 



Peer Pressure and Civility: 
The Boarding School Solution 
1998 

Many intelligent people have offered suggestions in response to the 

lack of civility so blatant in our society. Some administrators of 

schools and universities have introduced behavior codes punishing 

those students who behave rudely. and a certain segment of the public 

has called for educational institutions, pre-college schools particular

ly, to offer actual courses in proper decorum. As much as I applaud 

the motivation behind such steps, I must say, reluctantly, that I sin

cerely doubt their efficacy. I do, however, believe that there is a work

able solution to our national problem, and it lies within the American 

boarding school tradition of this country. 

Introducing codes of behavior into school environment will 

not, in my opinion, solve the problem we face. Establishing a long 

hst of rules is unhelpful, for there. is no one capable of promulgating 

enough laws or rules to cover all possible breeches of civility. As we 

all know, whenever a law or rule does not address or prohibit a par

ticular behavior, people will take it for granted that such a behavior 

is petfectly acceptable. When this happens, of course, we have to add 

more laws and rules to our list that were not present in the first place. 

And so it goes without an end in sight. My sense is that as long as we 

try to legislate civility in this manner, we run the risk of abandoning 

the society that we had a generation ago, in which there were not 

rules concerning civility because none were needed, We risk becom� 

ing the worst possible society in which attention and value are placed 

on nothing but the existence of and adherence to rules. 
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In his essay. "Politics," Ralph Waldo Emerson states, "Our 

society is a currency on which we stamp our portrait." Emerson is 

pointing to his belief that it is our character and our very nature that 

is rd1ected in the laws and rules we develop and in the rigidity and 

severitv of those mies. If this is true, and I believe it is, then schools 

and colleges and the student bodies of those institutions should take 

little pride in the fact that they have been forced to create rules gov

erning the very basic expectations of civil behavior. The fact that 

these rnles exist indicates that those very groups of students are 

guilty of unacceptable behavior. After reading Emerson's essay, one 

can readily see that all laws or rules are merely efaborations on .. the 

Gokle.n Rule," which as you know states simply, ··Do unto others as 

you would have them do unto you." 

Several generations ago this was sufficient for the general 

poputarion and .students learned cjvility by adhering to this simple. 

idedistic, and yet practical guide for human interaction. But the 

erosion of adherence to this basic call to compassion, caused by a 

myriad of events during the past thirty years, has finally caused a col

lapse of standards of behavior on the part of students. As for the 

aw:n1pts that some schools are making to teach civility to students. 

there are two reasons that give them little hope for success. first. 

youngsters are notoriously resistant to adults preaching at them. 

wlrntever the content of the "sermon." They will listen to adult 

instructors in Algebra or History or English or even to adults speak� 
ing about the fundamentals of a sport. but historically, they have 

turned a deaf ear to adults preaching about personal behavior, TI1e 
second reason that I'm dubious of schools' abilities to teach civility 

to 0tudents is that students today have little in the way of examples 

of civil behavior from those in public life, (AH you have to do is look 
at the behavior of our political leaders in the House of Representa

tives during the impeachment hearings to see what I mean.) 
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what their students are subjected to during non-school hours. 
Naturally, all parents want the best possible situation for their chil
dren, They want both a sound academic education and a community 
of wholesome values. They want their children to be physically and 
socially safe from the ever-increasing dangers that life, especially 
urban life, threatens them with today. The boarding school environ
ment, more than any other, offers a solution to all of these needs and 
should get the kind of attention that such a positive force in our 
society truly deserves. 

Keeping Ethics Alive 
Graduation Diimer 1997 

I'm sure that many of you have asked yourselves why we go to such 
exLremes in imposing certain standards of behavior on Kiski boys. 
\\thy maintain a dress code when the year after you graduate most of 
yon will look as though you were clad by the Salvation Anny? Why 
put such an emphasis on good manners when you're entering a soci
ety in which most college students behave like boorish Russian 
Cossacks? Finally, why insist on a code of ethics when you'll all be 
li'/lng in a society \Vhose moral and ethical choices resemble those of 
Cuptain Kidd's pirate crew? Well, there are several reasons. 

Despite \Vhat you have learned at Kiski, I know that some of 
you are going to sacrifice your individuality. wallowing in the con
formity of slovenliness and boorish, unattractive behavfor that char
uderizes college students; when those days are over, you will want 
)omething to come back to and I'll see to it that you have that place. 
I imow that some of you will cave into peer pressure and adopt stan
dn.nls of behavior that tolerate cheating, stealing and lying: when 
those days are over, you will want something to come back to and I'll 
see to it that you have that place. Now. I certainly hope that none of 
y; m is going to foll into one of these traps. You know ho\"\' to avoid 
ihem, but my knowledge of human nature and especially of boys 
your age leads me to believe that some of you will not use \\'hat you 
know. At Kiski you have been taught to make other choices. and they 
are, in their own way, ideal choices. Let me assure you that this is an 
e:ctremely difficult time in America to impart ideals, and I can only 
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This national phenomenon is the root cause of the recent 

tragedies in Mississippi. AJabama and other southern states. Some 

people have tried to place the blame on "southern culture" but this is 

ridiculous. The South certainly has its problems, but also has won

derful social qualities not found elsewhere in this country. In fact, if 

this violence had happened in a large, urban area, we wouldn't have 

been nearly as shocked. Others blame adolescent violence on tele

vision and movies. Surely, the media contribute to the atmosphere in 

which "anything goes," but let's not forget that American youth has 

always been subjected to gratuitous violence from the frontier child, 
who actually saw people killed in cold blood, to the children of later 
years who engaged in simulated violence. At the age of five, I, like 

many other youngsters, carried a play gun and daily "killed'" hundreds 

of evil-doers. Each Saturday I paid my dime to spend a morning 

watching the Lone Ranger or Tom :Mix or Buck Jones or Flash 

Gordon eliminate what seemed to be half the population of the uni

verse, But no generation before the present one ever developed the 

cold. clinical detachment from others that we see in adolescents today. 

Some blame present day Yiolence on lack of gun control. There 

are surely too many guns in Amelica, and they lead to too many vio

lent deaths. But the horror of Jonesboro lies even more in the calcu

lated planning of the children, the result of an attin1de and way of 

thinking more than a plethora of weapons. Some people think that 
parental neglect is the cause of the most recent wave of adolescent 

murders. While it is true that this generation of parents leaves more to 

be desired than any generation that f've known, the fact is that all of 

us have seen youngsters grow up with the worst possible parents and 

manage to develop into warm, caring adults. Factors like gun control. 

violence in the media and parent neglect can be considered vaiiables 

in the crime equation, but I insist that the real cause of these brutal 
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crimes is the bigness of their schools and communities and the 

anonymity that such environments create. What we are observing is 

that rural, southern children are simply being beset by the same social 

\-irus that eai"lier attacked their more urban, nmthern counterparts. 

Americans have always thought that ''bigger is better!' We love 

{.J\lf huge cities v.'1.th their towering skyscrapers, as well as om giant 

factories, which have brought mass-production and prosperity to a 

lru-ge part of the world. Our love of big cars is universally known. And, 
of course, we live in a very big country. But let us not forget that 

tragedy is often caused by a flaw that is also the finest quality of a 

hero. And it is this flaw that leads to his downfall. In our love affair 

\.Vith bigness, we must be careful. We may have created a world in 

\.Ylrich we are depriving children of one of the things they need most 

community identity and responsibility that has n·aditionally made 

J\mericans connected to each other. law-abiding and rightfully proud. 
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the honesty and sense of responsibility to care for the young people 

for whom he has been expressing so much concern over the past six 

years. My own sense is that his "mea culpa" not only lacked evidence 

of these qualities, but was devoid of any apparent willingness to take 

responsibility for his betrayal of this young woman and potentially 

of all other young Americans who are, after all, this nation's most 

valuable resource. 

t ,,', 

Being a Headmaster

Article in the National Association of Independent Schools Bulletin 
Fall, 1998 

Now that I've completed forty-one years as Headmaster. I'm often 

asked how I did it I usually reply that my tenure is hardly a won

drous accomplishment; it merely implies that in forty-one years I 

couldn't seem to get promoted, 

But there is something that I want to say about my position. 

You see, rve always divided headmasters into two categories, distin

guishable by the way they pronounce their title. Some put emphasis 

on the first part of the word Headmaster, and some put emphasis on 

the second part of the word Headmaster. I proudly consider myself 

to be a member of the latter group. I am first and foremost a school

master who happens to head a school. And a schoolmaster to me is 

primarily a teacher, a coach, a guide and a mentor. When he is at his 

best he is totally immersed in the welfare of young people (in my 

case, boys). Even my ego won't allow me to say that rm the best 

teacher here, but I've tried hard to be; and lt won't allow me to say 

that l've been the best mentor. but I've tried to be; nor can 1 say that 

['ve set the best example for boys, but I've always tried to do so. In 

a sense, it is precisely this effort that gives the title. Headmaster, 

meaning. 
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tion of material possessions, an approach which every man is free to 

take, And out of this comes the idea of the American Dream, the idea 

that one can, if one wishes, make his fortune, rise to great heights and 

achieve. However, always in the background is the belief that the 

only truly worthy achievement is that leading to material gain. 

Perhaps the most famous literary example of this is the Horatio Alger 

stories which in their time were perhaps the most widely read liter

ary endeavors in America. These stories all follow the same pattern; 

a poor boy perseveres through hard work and goes from rags to 

riches. He climbs the ladder of success and earns not only wealth, but 

also acceptance from the "better people," the wealthy in our society. 

There is a general understanding by readers of The Great 

Gatsby that it is a commentary on the American Dream and not sim

ply a documentary on the Jazz Age. It is a criticism of American 

experience-not only of our manners, but of our basic historic 

attitude toward life. The theme of Gatsby is the withering of the 

American Dream. The dream is essentially anti-puritanical (to go 

from rags to riches and therefore from rejection to acceptance), In the 

book lies the tension between faith and reality. The reality is the dis

trust of mankind as expressed by the puritanical obsession with 

detenninism arising from a belief in original sin. The tension 

between faith and reality is symbolized by two of our nation's great 

political leaders: Jefferson trusted the American people and Hamilton 

did not. Jefferson advocated a pure democracy and Hamilton pre

ferred a republic. Hamilton won out This tension between faith and 

reality and idealism and practicality are at the heart of American art 

and American politics, and Jay Gatsby personifies this conflict. 

Gatsby is an idealist He has the faith that one can "recapture 

the past." He evokes from Nick a memory which "remind[s] , .. [him] 

of something, an elusive rhythm, a fragment of lost words that ... [he 
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bas] heard long ago." Gatsby, as a boy, had faith. His copy book in 

his own handwriting says, '·study electricity, study needed inven

tions," characterizing the faith that the perfection of the individual is 

possible in America. 

The reality, however. is grounded in Gatsby's experience with 

the Buchanans and others. It lies in the tragedy of his never knowing 

that Daisy. the "green light,'' the green money, the •'voice full of 

money" that Gatsby pursues is not the ideal that he imagines. In real

ity Daisy is a bitch. She and Tom are "careless people'' who hide 

behind their wealth and come out to mix with others only long 

enough to hurt them. \Vhen the going gets rough. they retreat back 

into their world of money and security. They leave others to clean up 

the messes they make and pick up the- broken pieces from their 

destructive behavior. 

Gatsby never succeeds in seeing through the sham of this world. 

It is the essence of his romantic American vision that.it lacks the sea

soned powers of discrimination and he dies faithful to the end. TI1e 

novel, of course, is of the tragedy of that vision. Fitzgerald perfectly 

understood the inadequacy of Gatsby's romanticism. The scene- in 

which Gatsby shows his pile of shirts to Daisy is not vulgar but pathet

ic. These are the tangible evidence of his salvation; thev are the sacra

mentals. Sacramentals as those of you brought up in the Catholic 

church know, are outward signs of inner grace, and I submit to you 

that Gatsby is throwing these shirts at Daisy to show her that be has 

been "cured'' of poverty. He is not showing them out of vanity or 

pride, but in humility and reverence. much the same as that which 

must have exemplified those who were miraculously healed by Christ. 

The literary critic, Lionel Trilling, said that America's arche

type of the young hero has come from European culture. This hero 

generally comes from obscure or humble beginnings, and there is a 






























